Find these words in the puzzle. Words are hidden → and ↓.

CAT    HEN
COW    HORSE
DOG    MULE
DONKEY    PIG
DUCK    ROOSTER
GOAT    SHEEP
GOOSE    TURKEY
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ANSWER KEY

Groundhog Day Word Search

Words are hidden → and ↓.

- CAT Row 7 →
- COW Column 12 ↓
- DOG Column 12 ↓
- DONKEY Column 10 ↓
- DUCK Column 9 ↓
- GOAT Column 3 ↓
- GOOSE Column 1 ↓
- HEN Column 2 ↓
- HORSE Row 3 →
- MULE Column 7 ↓
- PIG Row 6 →
- ROOSTER Row 1 →
- SHEEP Row 7 →
- TURKEY Row 5 →
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